Comfort

- A high-end working chair with a variety of working situations.
- Simple manual operation of adjustment possibilities.
- Bubble-seat produced in soft polyurethane which increases the blood circulation.
- 5 year warranty.

€355
- price reflects chair as shown in picture.

Technical facts

Black-painted Steel seat mechanism for manual, step-less adjustments of back rest height, back rest tilt with permanent contact, seat angle and reclining/lockable tilt action via levers. Seat height adjustment by means of a safety gas cylinder lift.

Seat: Soft polyurethane, bubble surface
Base: 5-star base in black plastic
Gas cylinder: Black, seat height 50 - 67 cm
Castors: Black
Seat width: 45 cm
Max. users weight: 120 kg
Packing: 0,15 m³
Weight: 14 kg

Options
Chrome parts, different heights, etc. available...
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